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Author(s).

Kloss, Robert J.

“Title of Source.”


Publication Title,

College Teaching

Volume, Issue,

45, no. 4, Fall 1997, p. 139.

Professional Collection, db29.linccweb.org/login?url=

http://go.galegroup.com.db29.linccweb.org/ps/i.do?id=GALE%7CA20189226&v=2.1&u=

linclin_vcc &it=r&p=SPJ.SP01&sw=w&asid=1651de5379eb2905ba7b48f645cbb576. Accessed

Page(s).


Database,

Date of Publication,

Permalink.

Date of Access.*

First citation: Robert J. Kloss explains “text of quotation”.

Subsequent citations: Kloss states “text of quotation”.

OR

“Text of quotation” (Kloss).
Example: Journal Article – More than Three Authors - With Digital Object Identifier (DOI)


First citation: Andre Kehn and others explain "text of quotation" (295).

Subsequent citations: Kehn et al. state “text of quotation” (295).

OR

"Text of quotation" (Kehn et al. 296).

* The date of access is optional; however, it is commonly used. When using optional elements, refer to your assignment or course guidelines or preferences expressed by your professor.